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The Electronic Frontier Foundation (“EFF”) welcomes the Committee’s interest in
abusive patent litigation and its impact on innovation. We are grateful for this opportunity to
comment. EFF is a non-profit civil liberties organization that has worked for more than 20 years
to protect consumer interests, innovation, and free expression in the digital world. Founded in
1990, EFF represents more than 20,000 contributing members. EFF and its members have a
strong interest in promoting balanced intellectual property policy that serves both public and
private interests. Through litigation, the legislative process, and administrative advocacy, EFF
seeks to promote a patent system that facilitates, and does not impede, “the Progress of Science
and useful Arts.”
The last few years have seen an explosion in abusive patent litigation brought by patent
trolls. These companies, also known as patent assertion entities (PAEs) or non-practicing entities
(NPEs), neither make nor sell anything but use patents to sue, and threaten lawsuits on,
unsuspecting businesses. As Judge Posner of the Seventh Circuit Court of Appeals explains,
patent trolls “are companies that acquire patents not to protect their market for a product they
want to produce—patent trolls are not producers—but to lay traps for producers, for a patentee
can sue for infringement even if it doesn’t make the product that it holds a patent on.”1 And, even
more recently, President Obama said about patent trolls: “They don’t actually produce anything
themselves. They're just trying to essentially leverage and hijack somebody else's idea and see if
they can extort some money out of them.”2
Patent trolls are causing enormous harm to innovators and job creators. Companies that
actually create products, services, and jobs are under siege by trolls who purchase vague and
overbroad patents to launch lawsuits. Since 2002, patent troll litigation has grown from just 5
percent of patent litigation to a majority of all patent cases.3 Moreover, patent trolls are targeting
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smaller companies, such as startups, that lack the resources to defend against a patent suit (which
can cost well over $1 million) and thus have no choice but to pay extortionate settlement
demands.4
Importantly, the patent troll problem is a software patent problem. Software patents are
an attractive tool for patent trolls because they are notoriously difficult to interpret—giving
unscrupulous patent owners the ability to claim that their patent covers a wide range of
technology.5 Litigation involving software patents has increased dramatically—from fewer than
200 per year prior in 1997 to the current rate of over 1,000 per year.6 Many of these suits are
brought by patent trolls. In fact, more than 80 percent of troll-filed suits assert high-tech patents,
and more than 65 percent have software-related claims.7
This escalation of patent troll litigation has been very costly. The research shows that
“NPE lawsuits are associated with half a trillion dollars of lost wealth to defendants from 1990
through 2010. During the last four years the lost wealth has averaged over $80 billion per year.”8
The burden of patent troll litigation falls particularly hard on small companies. Professor Colleen
Chien recently found that at least 55 percent of unique defendants in patent troll suits make under
$10 million per year.9 In a small company, key management and engineers must set aside many
productive hours to deal with a patent troll claim. Even worse, litigation-based legal expenses
can kill small startups entirely, and the mere threat of those expenses can chill innovation and job
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creation. Without startups, there would have been no net job growth in the United States over the
last two decades.10
Certainly, the problem is not just the litigation costs. The patent troll business model has
spawned some particularly egregious actors—those who claim infringement, demand licenses
and threaten lawsuits without any intention of ever actually filing a suit. Take for instance the
patent troll who claims to own the technology that allows for scanning documents to email, who
has sent letters demanding payment from at least hundreds of business who use this basic
technology.11 Indeed, the research shows that patent trolls send out hundreds of demand letters
for each suit actually filed.12
It’s no wonder: patent litigation is notoriously expensive, often costing a party accused of
infringement well into the millions of dollars, along with the attendant costs of being party to a
lawsuit. In other words, even if a party decides to take its fight to court, it faces years of litigation
and millions of dollars in legal fees—and even then, if it wins, it has little to show for it. Because
parties accused of infringement have such little incentive to fight back, we have found ourselves
in a vicious cycle where the patent trolls are repeatedly emboldened to continue with their
business model, which—in many cases—amounts to little more than garden-variety extortion.
The rise of patent trolls has lead many to search for answers. It is clear that the America
Invents Act of 2011 was not sufficient to deal with the problem. (Again, something President
Obama has publicly acknowledged.13) One proposal is the bipartisan Saving High-Tech
Innovators from Egregious Legal Disputes Act (H.R. 845) (“SHIELD Act”) recently introduced
by Reps. Peter DeFazio (D-Ore.) and Jason Chaffetz (R-Utah). This “fee-shifting” bill would
make it so that patent trolls pay the legal fees if a patent in a lawsuit is invalid or if there’s no
actual infringement.
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We have seen an overwhelming public response in support of the SHIELD Act and patent
reform more generally. More than 12,000 people contacted their members of Congress through
EFF’s website to support the Act. In addition, a coalition of entrepreneurs, investors, and
innovators—including investor Mark Cuban and Reddit co-founder Alexis Ohanian—joined EFF
and Engine Advocacy in sending an open letter to the House Committee on the Judiciary
explaining that patent trolls are chilling innovation, which in turn stifles job growth in the
expanding tech sector. That letter is attached to these comments.
Again, we thank the Committee for taking up this matter. We urge the Committee and
Congress to take action and fix the patent troll problem.
Respectfully submitted,
/s/
Electronic Frontier Foundation
Julie P. Samuels
Staff Attorney and The Mark Cuban Chair to Eliminate Stupid Patents
Daniel Nazer
Staff Attorney and Policy Analyst
March 14, 2013
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February 27, 2013
The Honorable Bob Goodlatte
Chair
Committee on the Judiciary
2138 Rayburn House Office Building
Washington, DC 20515

The Honorable John Conyers, Jr.
Ranking Member
Committee on the Judiciary
2138 Rayburn House Office Building
Washington, DC 20515

Dear Chairman Goodlatte and Ranking Member Conyers,
We, the undersigned, write today as entrepreneurs, investors, and innovators in support of the
Saving High-tech Innovators from Egregious Legal Disputes (SHIELD) Act and other legislative
measures aimed at reducing costly litigation created by non-practicing entities, often referred to
as patent trolls. Congress should consider measures that shift incentives away from those who
game the system and toward an innovative economy and competitive market.
As President Obama acknowledged earlier this month, patent trolls, “essentially leverage and
hijack” patents originally issued to others in an effort to “extort” money through litigation. Young,
innovative companies are increasingly targets of these lawsuits. While big companies paid much
of the $29 billion in direct costs resulting from activities by patent trolls in 2011, the costs made
up a larger share of small companies’ revenue.1 In fact, the majority of companies targeted by
patent trolls have less than $10 million in revenue.2
Without startups, there would have been no net job growth in the United States over the last two
decades.3 Congress needs to make measures like the SHIELD Act a priority in 2013 so that
innovative companies and entrepreneurs can continue to grow without the threats posed by
non-practicing entities. Congress must take action and fix the patent troll problem. We urge the
committee to call hearings on patent troll litigation and to solicit information from the
innovation community at-large.
Sincerely,
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